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2023학년도 편입생모집 영어 필답시험 문제지 (1회차)
2022년 12월 17일 시행

시험
과목 영 어 지원학부(과) 수험번호 성 명

<수험생 유의사항>
1. 문제는 총 33문항입니다.
2. OMR 답안지는 본인이 지참한 컴퓨터용 수성싸인펜을 사용하여 작성합니다(단, 빨간색 플러스펜으로 예비마킹이 가능함).
3. OMR 답안지에 한 번 표시한 답안은 수정할 수 없습니다(수정액을 사용하거나 수정된 답안은 모두 오답 처리).

I. 밑줄 친 부분과 가장 비슷한 의미의 표현을 고르시오(각 3점). 

1. The director, Ravi Vaidyanaat, complained that no couple 
had booked a wedding in May, even on days considered 

auspicious in the Hindu calendar.   

   � burdensome     ‚ propitious     ƒ apprehensive  
   „ captious         … hilarious

2. According to the research done by University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign, which assessed the personality traits 

of 1,795 people in the U.S. in adolescence, personalities are 
more malleable than we may think.  

   � flexible          ‚ adhesive      ƒ durable  
   „ regretful         … pertinacious

3. Seeing these large paintings grouped together and 
displayed as they might have looked in the royal apartment 
provides another insight into the eclectic royal taste.  

   � cramped       ‚ ravenous     ƒ wide-ranging  
   „ engrossing     … durable

4. The disease then becomes endemic and one is committed 
to a continuing policy of annual vaccination. 

   � orderly        ‚ diffusive     ƒ precarious  
   „ murky         … domestic

5. Before the winter was far advanced, it is actually on 
record that Emmy took a night and received company with 
great propriety and modesty. 

   � advancement  ‚ audacity    ƒ inspiration  
   „ decorum      … solemnity

6. The tax law for financial investments is also set to be 
imposed next year and has been the main focus of the 
lawmakers’ debate. 

   ① obligatory    ② waived   ③ disturbed 
   ④ exempted    ⑤ free  

7. Let there be no purpose in friendship save the deepening 
of the spirit. 

   ① without    ② claimed for ③ except 
   ④ through    ⑤ including

8. Generation Z is shaping up to be a practical swing 
generation that engages politically. This tendency may help 
diminish our polarization and extremism as the parties 
respond to this growing political power. 

   ① stable   ② spearheading     ③ supporting   
   ④ fluid        ⑤ alternating 

II. 밑줄 친 부분에 들어갈 가장 적절한 표현을 고르시오(각 3점).

9. My method is to focus           on individual works, to 
read them first as great products of the creative or 
interpretative imagination. 

   � so indifferent in them as often  ‚ as much as possible  
   ƒ as much of a contempt as      „ as long as  
   … not so much as 

10. When today fails to offer the justification for hope, 
tomorrow becomes the only            worth pursuing for.
 

   � disquiet       ‚ cloak       ƒ disqualification  
   „ territory      … hilarity 

11. Cinema is a two-dimentional art that creates        of a 
  third dimension through its “walk-around” capability. 
  Indeed, both montage and composition-in-depth are 
  techniques that reach for that third dimension. 

   � the rebuff     ‚ the decency     ƒ the chasm 
   „ the trite       … the illusion

12. Despite      , women were making impressive gains. They 
entered professional schools in record numbers: from 1967 
to 1973, the number of women law students almost 
quadrupled. 

 � blessing       ‚ setbacks        ƒ measurement  
   „ leverage       … breakthrough

13. The century’s worst-case climate scenario isn’t global 
warming of 4 or 5 degrees Celsius. It’s a nuclear winter 
that would trigger global        up to 12 or 13 degrees 
Celsius. 

   ① cooling        ② increasing ③ washing
   ④ heating        ⑤ starving

14. Earth defense command meetings to protect human life 
and happiness against the invasion of       species are 
popular themes in movies. 

   ① avid     ② ancient    ③ special 
   ④ alien     ⑤ strong  

15. It’s not machines replacing people. It’s actually machines 
and people         for a task.  

    ① challenging      ② extinguishing   ③ collaborating  
    ④ disturbing       ⑤ reducing 
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16. Gaslighting is a        tool frequently used by abusers 
in relationships – and by politicians and other newsmakers. 
It can happen between romantic partners, within a broader 
family unit and among friends. 

    ① uproarious  ② hilarious   ③  heinous
    ④ hysterical  ⑤ raucous

III. 빈칸에 넣을 수 있는 가장 적절한 표현을 고르시오(각 3점).

17.        , Carl Sandburg is also well-known for his 
multivolume biography of Lincoln. As a careful researcher 
and writer, Sandburg revived the life of Lincoln to his 
contemporary readers. 

  � An eminent American poet  
  ‚ He is an eminent American poet    
  ƒ An eminent American poet who is  
  „ Despite an eminent American poet   
  … Due to an eminent American poet

18. Although the weather in Martha’s Vineyard isn’t      to 
have a year-round tourist season, it has become a favorite 
summer resort. 

  � better enough    ‚ good enough     ƒ as good enough  
  „ enough good      … good as enough 

19. The North’s abundance of industry and commercial 
wealth proved to be a greater advantage          in 
determining the outcome of the Civil War. 

   � that originally thought    ‚ originally thought  
   ƒ as originally thought      „ than originally thought  
   … much as originally thought

20.        at an elevation of 1,350m, the city of Kathmandu, 
which looks out on the sparkling Himalayas, enjoys a 

warm climate year-round that makes living there pleasant. 

   � Having situated    ‚ To situate     ƒ Situating   
   „ With situating      … Situated

21. Ukrainian grains will be in short supply for 2023 as well, 
(      ) the price for animal feed and other basic products. 

   ① pushed up ② having been pushed up 
   ③ pushing up       ④ shall be pushed up 
   ⑤ pushes up 

22. The funeral committee has announced the death of Jiang. 
In accordance with China’s practice, foreign governments, 
political parties and friendly personages (        ) invited 
to send delegations or representatives to China to attend 
the mourning activities. 

   ① will have         ② shall have   ③ may have
   ④ must have ⑤ will not be

23. It is an unprecedented situation. We (       ) a situation 
where existing states have completely lost territory due to 
a physical event like sea-level rise, or severe weather 
events. 

   ① shall not have     ② had had   ③ have had
   ④ haven’t had  ⑤ will haven’t had  

24. India, which has not cut ties with Russia, recently offered 
to help in ‘peace efforts’ to end the war. That path might 
involve coming up with a political fig leaf, (         ) for 
Ukraine and the West to accept, but sufficient for Putin 
to use to deflect internal political challenges. 

   ① small enough     ② not easy      ③ too demanding
   ④ too harsh         ⑤ less than reasonable 

IV. 다음 글을 읽고 질문에 답하시오(각 3점; 33번 4점).

25. To prevent some conflicts of interest, Congress could 
prohibit high-level government officials from accepting 
positions as lobbyists for three years after such officials 
leave government service. One such official concluded, 
however, that such a prohibition would be unfortunate 
because it would prevent high-level government officials 
from earning a livelihood for three years.  

The official’s conclusion logically depends on which of the 
following assumptions? 

① Laws should not restrict the behavior of former 
government  officials. 

② High-level government officials who leave government 
service can earn a livelihood only as lobbyists. 

③ Lobbyists are typically people who have previously been 
high-level government officials.

④ High-level government officials who leave government 
service are currently permitted to act as lobbyists for 
only three years. 

⑤ Low-level government officials do not often become 
lobbyists when they leave government service. 

26. Meteorite explosions in the Earth’s atmosphere as large 
as the one that destroyed forests in Siberia, with 
approximately the force of a twelve-megaton nuclear 
blast, occur about once a century. The response of 
highly automated systems controlled by complex 
computer programs to unexpected circumstances is 
unpredictable. 

Which of the following conclusions can most properly be 
drawn, if the statements above are true, about a highly 
automated nuclear-missile defense system controlled by a 
complex computer program? 

① Whether the system would respond inappropriately to the 
explosion of a large meteorite would depend on the 
location of the blast.

② It would be impossible for the system to distinguish the 
explosion of a large meteorite from the explosion of a 
nuclear weapon. 

③ Within a century after its construction, the system would 
react inappropriately and might accidently start a nuclear 
war. 

④ It is not certain what the system’s response to the 
explosion of a large meteorite would be, if its designers 
did not plan for such a contingency.

⑤ The system would be destroyed if an explosion of a large 
meteorite occurred in the Earth’s atmosphere. 
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27. Increases in the level of high-density lipoprotein (HDL) in 
the human bloodstream lower bloodstream-cholesterol 
levels by increasing the body’s capacity to rid itself of 
excess cholesterol. Levels of HDL in the bloodstream of 
some individuals are significantly increased by a program 
of regular exercise and weight reduction.  

Which of the following can be correctly inferred from the 
statement above? 

① Only regular exercise is necessary to decrease cholesterol 
levels in the bloodstream of individuals of average weight.

② Exercise and weight reduction are the most effective 
methods of lowering bloodstream cholesterol levels in 
humans. 

③ A program of regular exercise and weight reduction 
lowers cholesterol levels in the bloodstream of some 
individuals. 

④ Individuals who do not exercise regularly have a high risk 
of developing high levels of cholesterol in the bloodstream 
late in life.

⑤ Individuals who are underweight do not run any risk of 
developing high levels of cholesterol in the bloodstream. 

28. A famous singer recently won a lawsuit against an 
advertising firm for using another singer in a commercial 
to evoke the famous singer’s well-known rendition of a 
certain song. As a result of the lawsuit, advertising firms 
will stop using imitators in commercials. Therefore, 
advertising costs will rise, since famous singers’ services 
cost more than those of their imitators. 

The conclusion above is based on which of the following 
assumptions?  

① The advertising industry will use well-known renditions of 
songs in commercials. 

② The original versions of some well-known songs are 
unavailable for use in commercials.  

③ Commercials using famous singers are usually more 
effective than commercials using imitators of famous 
singers. 

④ Advertising firms will continue to use imitators to mimic 
the physical mannerisms of famous singers.  

⑤ Most people are unable to distinguish a famous singer’s 
rendition of a song from a good imitator’s rendition of 
the same song. 

[29-30] Music is a tool for singers to spread social messages, 
with Western singers often using their platforms to speak up 
on social issues. But K-pop singers often (  A  ) from 
subjects that might be controversial, choosing to stay silent 
on social problems rather than touching on matters that 
might spark media conversation. But throughout the years, 
BTS, as one of the world’s most influential groups, has a 
long history of (  B  ) for social change. 

29. Which are the most suitable expressions for A and B? 

   ① prevent – promoting ② avoid - blaming 
   ③ escape - touting         ④ miss – favoring 
   ⑤ shy away - advocating 

30. Which title can best describe the passage? 

① BTS Strengths for K-culture ② BTS Breaking K-pop Taboo
③ BTS Promotion of K-pop ④ BTS History in K-culture
⑤ BTS Influence in K-pop 

[31-33] J.K.Rowling told her readers a few months later, when 
she sat down to talk about the characters she had created. 
“Bravery is a very glamorous virtue, but I’m talking bravery 
in all sorts of places.” It is, as Rowling attests from the first 
chapter of the first book, the virtue that cannot be faked: 
you either walk into the woods full of giant spiders, or you 
don’t. Stand up to bullies, or hide from them. Hang on to 
ⓐ(       ), or surrender to ⓑ(        ). She addresses 
children as though they know ⓒ(            ) or more than 
she does about the things that matter. 

31. Judging from the context, find out the best word that is 
suitable for ⓐ and ⓑ. 

   � hope, fear        ‚ pride, sense      ƒ hope, pride  
   „ sense, fear       … love, pride

32. Judging from the context, find out the best word that is 
most suitable for ⓒ. 

   � as murky as       ‚ as greedy as     ƒ as much as  
   „ as shallow as      … as long as

33. Based on the paragraph above, select the title that best 
summarizes the main point. 

 � An Interview on Rowling’s Upcoming Novel     
 ‚ Children Affected by Popular Culture and Rowling’s Novel
 ƒ The Role of Children’s Literature and Its Effect
 „ Rowling Talking the Virtue of Bravery Found both in 
    Novels and Society
 … The Intimate Talk between Rowling and Her Young 

  Readers at a Book Speech


